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Abstract—The academic library materials acquisition problem 

has become a challenge for librarians, because of the growth of 

electronic resources, shrinking of library budgets, the price 

inflation of library materials, and the uneven distribution of 

different majors. In this paper, we use an integer 

programming model by considering how to select materials to 

maximize the average preference value as well as the budget 

execution rate under practical restrictions. To tackle this 

problem, we selected a Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization 

(DPSO) algorithm, where each particle represents a candidate 

solution. All particles move iteratively by following the best 

solutions of itself and its neighborhood. Meanwhile, we 

combine a Simulated Annealing algorithm to remit DPSO 

premature convergence drawback. Three experimental cases 

with different parameters demonstrate the efficiency of our 

approach. 

 

Keywords: Library Material Acquisition, Discrete 

Particle Swarm Optimization, Simulated Annealing 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the Internet is regarded as the treasure of all 

knowledge. Increasing electronic materials, such as e-

books, publications, and teaching videos, are available on 

the internet with little to no cost, compared with traditional 

tangible materials. Meanwhile, the rapid development and 

wide popularization of the Internet of Things (IOT), mobile 

devices, such as smart phones and electronic readers, make 

it easy for users to access the electronic resources anywhere 

and anytime. The characteristics of electronic materials, 

including open source make them appealing to students. 

Libraries have had rapid change over the past few years, 

but remain the intellectual hub of universities. Due to this 

change, library administrators are more willing to spend 

money to keep the knowledge base strong and students 

interested; therefore, renovating reading rooms and 

modernizing facilities such as computer classrooms and 

maker spaces. 

Meanwhile, the budget used to purchase library materials 

keeps decreasing as universities struggle with student 

retention. According to the American Research Libraries 

(ARL) [2], as a percentage of overall university 

expenditures, libraries have been steadily losing ground. As 

shown in Fig. 1, the percentage of university funds spent on 

libraries has declined over the past 30 years from a high of 

3.7% in 1984 to just under 1.8% in 2011 [6]. Based on this 

decreasing trend, library expenditure will continue 

declining in the future. 

 
Figure 1.  Library Expenditure as % of Total University Expenditure 

  
Moreover, in the past decade, the price inflation of library 

materials has skyrocketed. According to a study by the 

Student Public Interest Research Group, textbook prices in 

the U.S. have climbed 864% since 1978, compared to a 

257% rise in the consumer price index (CPI) [10]. Due to 

the unreasonable prices, few libraries can afford new 

materials, let alone financially strapped students. Some 

libraries try to remedy this issue by adding course reserves 

into their collections, which requires professors to place a 

free copy of the book into the library and allows students to 

check the book out as needed, but usually for in house use 

only.    
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Librarians are provided subject areas and are allotted a 

budget to select the materials, some librarians can be 

selecting for ten different disciplines at a time. In present 

times with Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 

(STEM) subjects being more heavily taught, libraries give 

budget priority to these fields, but still remain dedicated to 

the humanities fields.  

As a consequence, with the growth of electronic 

resources, and the shrinking of library budgets, the price 

inflation of library materials, and the uneven distribution of 

different majors, the library materials acquisition’s 

(LMA’s) problem has become a challenge for librarians. 

Similarly, the academic library of Pace University is 

encountering pressure from LMA’s.  Sabol1 notes that “as 

an Academic Librarian seeing this trend directly, we will 

continue to have major shifts in our models of purchase and 

selection.”  This will also be seen as open source items 

become available which will increase the already 

overwhelming among of information and how libraries 

manage it.   

II.  PROBLEM STATEMENTS 

In the case of Pace University, the academic library is 

positioned to acquire materials for multiple departments, 

including Business, Sciences, Nursing, Education, etc., with 

different budgets and different material requirements.  Each 

individual librarian has their own budget maximum 

limitation for their preferred materials. Meanwhile, each 

individual department has a preference value which ranges 

from 0 to 1 inclusively for each material to indicate the 

interests from departments. Higher preference values mean 

higher interest for the material. The library also takes the 

overlap situation into consideration. Since one material may 

be required by many departments the library is able to 

allocate funds in a proportionate allocation amongst them. 

In cases such as these, the acquisitions cost would be 

apportioned by all recommending departments in 

proportion to their preference values for the specific 

material. Higher preference values for the material indicates 

higher cost for the material and vice versa. To meet the 

various requirements from all the departments and to 

balance the amounts of materials in each major in the 

library, each material is specified to a category and a range 

for each category is ad hoc by the acquisition librarian. 

From the view of each department, with regard to the 

decision outcome made by each librarian, they expect 

higher average preference values which represent the 

satisfaction to the outcome. Nevertheless, for the academic 

library, the main goal is to make the decision to satisfy all 

departments, student assignments and university wide 

curriculum. This decision is to determine which materials 

should be required and which departments should cover the 

                                                           

 

cost associated with these materials under constrains of 

departmental budgets and the limitation of the amounts in 

each category. To achieve this goal, the library also expects 

the average preference values for all materials to be as high 

as possible. In addition, the library also expect to expend all 

funds available, while not exceeding the budget maximum 

limitation, since a low budget execution rate may lead to a 

budget cut in the next fiscal year. In a word, the library 

expects to satisfy as many departments as possible and 

consume as much of the budget as possible.  Keeping a 

padded sum of money in case a particular issue arises after 

depleting each budget during a fiscal year.  

The aim of this project is to help acquisition librarian to 

select materials to be acquired in order to maximize the 

average preference value as well as the budget execution 

rate under the restrictions, which are departmental budget 

and the amount of materials in each category. The input and 

output of this project are outlined as follows respectively: 

 

Input: The list of recommend materials and preference  

values for each material from each department. 

Output: Materials which should be acquired. 

 

In the view of computation complexity theory, the library 

materials acquisition problem is a generalized version of 

the knapsack problem that means it is a NP-hard problem 

which is time consuming to find the optimal solution as we 

cannot get the optimal solution in polynomial time. 

Currently, many heuristic optimization algorithms exist, 

such as Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, and Particle 

Swarm Optimization algorithm, to solve NP-hard problems.  

These algorithms work by finding approximate optimal 

solutions with limited time and impressive performance. In 

this project, we will use two algorithms to solve a LMA’s 

problem and compare the results and performances of both 

of them. 

III.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Over the past few decades, researches on LMA’s have 

been conducted and implemented with a number of models 

and approaches. Dating back to 1983, Beilby and Mott Jr. 

demonstrated a lexicographic linear goal programming 

methodology to solve the allocation problem [1]. In 1996, 

Kenneth Wise applied the lexicographic linear goal 

programming methodology to a real project which contains 

90 funds representing books and periodicals in 45 subject 

disciplines at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and 

resulted in the successful distribution of $3.5 million while 

taking into consideration ten goals or variables ranging 

from circulation to number of faculty and students [11]. 

Then in 2000, Kenneth Wise and Perushek continued to 

improve the goal programming mode by taking more goals 

into account and used them to illustrate the solution of a 

library acquisition allocation problem [12].   
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To solve the LMA problem and meet the practical 

requirement, which is to obtain a good solution within a 

reasonable time, Tsu-Feng Ho Et al. applied simulated 

annealing, genetic algorithm, and tabu search. Their goal 

was to select materials to achieve a maximum total 

preference under the constraints, in which the acquisition 

for each category of material is determined by a predefined 

budget [4]. Later, in 2010, Ho Et al. presented a mode that 

maximized the average preference values of acquired 

subjects and first formulated the problem by means of 

mathematical programming. Then they designed a particle 

swarm optimization to resolve the problem, and at last got 

the result which showed the algorithm can optimally solve 

problems within a reasonable amount of time [5]. 

Yi-Ling Wu and Ho improved the particle swarm 

optimization algorithm by designing an initialization 

algorithm and a penalty function, and employing scout 

particles to enhance the exploration within the solution 

space. They present an integer programming model of the 

LMA problem by considering how to select materials in 

order to maximize the average preference and the budget 

execution rate under some practical restrictions including 

departmental budget, limitation of the number of materials 

in each category and each language. The results shows that 

the proposed DPSO is an effective approach for the 

problem [13]. 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary 

computation scheme originally created in 1995 by James 

Kennedy, Russell C. Eberhart and Shi [7]. It was an 

algorithm modeled on swarm intelligence to find a solution 

to an optimization problem in a search space or model and 

predicts social behavior in the presence of objectives.  

Many optimization problems are set in a space featuring 

discrete, qualitative distinctions between variables and be-

tween levels of variables. Typical examples include 

problems which require the ordering or arranging of 

discrete elements, as in scheduling and routing problems. 

For those discrete optimization problems, Kennedy, 

Eberhart and Shi introduce a binary particle swarm 

optimization DPSO in 1997 [8]. In DPSO, they change the 

concept of velocity from adjustment of the position to the 

probability that a bit in a solution will be a one.  

IV.  DPSO FORMULATION 

A. PSO Introduction 

  In the PSO algorithm the particles, are placed in the 

search space of some problem or function, and each 

evaluate the objective function at its current location [9]. 

Each individual particle in particle swarm is associated with 

a position, a velocity, and a fitness value. The position is a 

D-dimensional vector, which represents a candidate 

solution of the problem; D is the dimension of the search 

space. Velocity, which is also a D-dimensional vector, 

represents a change in the position; the fitness value which 

is computed by the objective function and constrains, 

indicates how well the solution solves the problem. In PSO, 

constrains are widely handled by a penalty function. With a 

penalty value, we can accept infeasible solutions in our 

solution space since possibly a best solution can be 

achieved from an infeasible solution. 

In the particle swarm optimization process, each particle 

keeps track of its pbest solution which is the best result it 

has achieved so far. Meanwhile, each particle also has a 

record of its nbest solution which is the best result achieved 

by its neighbors [3]. Neighborhood can be defined in 

numerus ways. Most implements prefer two ways. The first 

way is that evaluating a particle i in a neighborhood 

consisting of itself, particle i-1, and particle i+1, with arrays 

wrapped so i=1 is beside i=N [8]; the second way is that 

evaluating all the particles in the same neighborhood. Each 

particle then determines its movement through the search 

space by iteratively adjusting by learning from its own 

experience and communicating with its neighbors. 

Eventually, the swarm as a whole, like a flock of birds 

collectively foraging for food, is likely to move close to an 

optimum solution of the objective function. 

B. PSO Formulation 

In PSO, a candidate solution to a problem is represented 

as a particle with position P in a D-dimensional space. For 

particle s, Pt
s denotes the solution found by particle s at 

iteration t. Vt
s denotes the velocity of particle s in iteration t. 

Each particle s also maintains its pbest and nbest which are 

introduced in last subsection. An iteration comprises 

evaluation of each particle, then stochastic adjustment of its 

velocity in the direction of pbest and nbest. Thus in the 

original PSO, velocity and position of each particle s in 

iteration t+1 move by the following formula: 
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In Equation (1), c1 and c2 are positive numbers. c1 denotes 

the cognition learning rate which means the influence rate 

of individual experience, and c2 denotes the social learning 

rate which means the influence rate of neighbors’ 

experience. Meanwhile, r1 and r2 are random positive float 

numbers generated for each particle and range from 0.0 to 

1.0. If position of particle s in iteration t (Pt
s) is less than its 

local best pbest, a positive number c1 * r1 will be added into 

velocity. Similarly, if position of particle s in iteration t is 

less than the neighborhood best nbest, a positive number, 

will be added into the velocity. In Equation (2), if velocity 

increases, the position of each particle will be closer to 

pbest and nbest; therefore, if c1 and c2 are set relatively 

high, the particles seem to be sucked into the current best 

solution quickly. If c1 and c2 are set relatively low, the 
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particles seem to swirl around the goal, then realistically 

approach it.  

The PSO algorithm also limits the velocity of particles by 

a value Vmax which is a parameter of the algorithm. The 

velocity of each particle is kept with the range [-Vmax, Vmax]. 

Vmax parameter needs to be decided carefully since it 

influences the balance between exploration and exploitation.  

Specifying a high Vmax increases the range explored by a 

particle. To better balance the exploration and exploitation, 

several variants of PSO algorithm have been proposed [13]. 

A widely used method is to better control the scope of the 

search to reduce the importance of Vmax. For this purpose, 

an inertia weight (w) to the velocity was introduced by 

Eberhart and Shi [3]. The following modification of 

Equation (1) is proposed: 
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The process for implementing a PSO algorithm is shown as 

follows: 

1. Initialize position and velocity for each particle                                                        

      randomly; 

2. Loop 

a) For each particle, evaluate the fitness value; 

b) For each particle, compare the fitness value with                                      

     its pbest, if  get a better solution, update pbest; 

c) For each particle, identify the best neighbor, get  

     the nbest, update the velocity by Equation (3); 

d) For each particle, update the position by  

      Equation (2). Check all positions in this step, if    

      find a better feasible position than current best  

      solution, record it. 

e) If a criterion is met, such as the maximum  

      number of iterations, exit loop; 

3. End loop 

 

C. DPSO Formulation 

DPSO was purposed for discrete optimization problems. 

It changes the concept of velocity from adjustment of the 

position to the probability that a bit in a solution will be a 

one. The velocity is squashed in sigmoid function as shown 

below: 
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The equation to get the position for each particle is 

updated as follows: 
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By equation (4) and (5), s(Vt
s) is a float value which 

ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. Smaller s(Vt
s) value means low 

probability to be a one, larger  s(Vt
s) value means high 

probability to be a one. For example, if  s(Vt
s) = 0.1, there is 

a ten percent chance that the bit will be one, and ninety 

percent chance it will be zero. 

In PSO, a high Vmax increases the range explored by a 

particle, but the opposite occurs in the DPSO. Smaller Vmax 

allows a mutation rate in DPSO. For instance, when 

velocity equals 6.0, the s(Vt
s) will be 0.9975. If Vmax is 

largely higher than 6.0, the position value Pt
s will almost 

always be a one after a velocity bigger than 6.0. As a result, 

a smaller Vmax is more preferable to DPSO. 

 

V.  PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In mathematical modeling for this problem, we refer to 

the integer modeling built by Yi-Ling Wu [13]. In Table 1, 

we summarize the notations that will be used throughout the 

paper. 

 
Table 1. Notations 

Symbol Description 

n Number of materials 

m Number of departments 

q Number of categories 

pij Preference value of department j for material i 

ci Cost of material i 

Bj Budget of department j 

CUK Upper bound of the amount of materials in category k 

CLK Lower bound of the amount of materials in category k 

bik 1 indicates material i belongs to category k; 0 otherwise 

xij 1 indicates material i is acquired by department j; 0 otherwise 

zi 1 indicates material i is acquired by at least one department; 0 

otherwise 

aij Actual cost of department j for material i 

 

Considering that we have m departments and n materials. 

Each material i (i[1, n]) is associated with a cost ci and a 

preference value pij recommended by each department j 

(j[1, m]) and ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. If a material is 

acquired by more than one department, the acquisition cost 

would be apportioned by all recommending departments in 

proportion to their preference values. For instance, if a 

material with cost 100 is acquired by two departments, 

Education and Business with preference 0.3 and 0.9 

respectively, each department should pay 25 

(100*(0.3/(0.3+0.9))), and 75 (100*(0.9/(0.3+0.9))) 

respectively. Therefore, each department j has an actual 

cost aij in material i. Each department j also owns an 

amount Bij of the budget limitation. No budget exceeding its 

limits is accepted by any department. Meanwhile, each 

material is specified to a category and a specific category 

should be restricted into a range to meet the acquisition 

requirements from all the departments and to balance the 
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amount of materials in each major in the library. 

Considering that we have a set of q categories, and each 

category k (k[1, q]) is associated to CUk, the upper bound 

on the amount of materials in category k, and CLk, the lower 

bound on the amount of materials in category k. For 

material i, bik denotes if material i belongs to category k. If 

bik=1, then material i belongs to category k; bik=0 otherwise. 

For material i and department j, xij denotes if material i is 

acquired by department j from which the cost will be 

charged. If xij=1, then department j will be charged by 

material i; xij=0 otherwise. 

As discussed in Section II, the objective is to select 

materials to be acquired in order to maximize the average 

preference value as well as the budget execution rate under 

the constraints. The objective function is mathematically 

formulated as follows: 
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In Equation (6),  is a float positive number which ranges 

from 0.0 to 1.0, inclusively, to control the importance 

between maximum average preference value and maximum 

budget execution rate. 

   In this problem, constrains include the budget limitation 

of each department and the limitation of each category. The 

mathematical formulas are as follows: 
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  Equation (7) defines the budget limitation constrain for 

each departments. Equation (8) shows the actual expenses 

of   material i apportioned by department j according to the 

proportion of the preference. Constrains (9) and (10) are 

defined to abide by the lower bound and upper bound 

specified on the number of materials in each category. 

As discussed in Section 3, each particle has a fitness value 

which is calculated by the objective function and constrains. 

This value indicates how well the solution solves the 

problem. In this problem, constrains are depicted by 

penalty function which are defined as follows: 
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In Equation (11), zi denotes whether the material i is 

acquired, which is 1 or 0. 1 indicates that at least one 

department requires the material i. 0 indicates that no 

department requires it.  

Fitness value is calculated by the objective function and 

penalty function as equation (12) shows. In a feasible 

solution, penalty value must be 0, therefore the fitness value 

is exactly the same as objective value. In an infeasible 

solution, the penalty value is larger than 0, and the fitness 

value is smaller than the objective value. 
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VI.  DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section, we illustrate the process to tackle the library 

materials acquisition problem by discrete particle swarm 

optimization algorithm, and to combine Simulated 

Annealing into DPSO algorithm to avoid the premature 

convergence problem, which is a challenging problem 

faced by DPSO algorithms through the optimization 

process. 

 

A. Example 

To explain the problem and the solution clearly, we use a 

simple example to describe all the situations. Suppose that 

we have five materials (Book 1,2,3,4 and 5), three 

departments (Computer science, Business, and Art), and 

three categories (Science, Art and Social Science). The 

input data are defined as the following structures: 

 
Table 2. Cost and category for each material 

Materials Book1 Book2 Book3 Book4 Book5 

Cost $100 $45 $70 $60 $38 

Category Science Art Science Art Social 

 

Table 3. Budget for each department 

Department Computer science Business Art 

Budget $550 $880 $660 

 
Table 4. Upper and low bound for the materials number in each category 

 Science(0) Art(1) Social(2) 

Upper bound 2 2 1 

Lower bound 0 0 0 
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Table 5. Preference value for each material from each department 

Preference 

value 

Computer 

science 

Business Art 

Book1 0.7 0.3 0 

Book2 0 0.4 0.5 

Book3 0.4 0.7 0.6 

Book4 0.5 0 0.9 

Book5 0.1 1 0.3 

 

In Table 2, each book is associated with a cost and a 

specific category. We can use two arrays to represent the 

matrix:

 

costs and categories for all materials respectively. In Table 

3, each department owns a budget, which can be abstracted 

using an array. In Table3, the amount of the materials in 

each category has an upper bound and lower bound. In 

Table 5, each department has a preference value (0-1) to 

indicate the interest for each material. We can use a 5 * 3 

matrix to represent preference values. All the arrays and 

matrix mentioned above are shown as follows: 

 

float[] cost = {100, 45, 70, 60, 38}; 

                  int category = {0, 1, 0, 1, 2}; 

                  int budget = {550, 880, 660}; 

       int[] upperBound = {2, 2, 1}; 

                  int[] lowerBound = {0, 0, 0}; 

float[][] preference = {{0.7, 0.3, 0},  

                                    {0, 0.4, 0.5},  

                                      {0.4, 0.7, 0.6},  

                                   {0.5, 0, 0.9},  

                                     {0.1, 1, 0.3}}; 

 

Note that cost array, budget array, upperBound array, 

lowerBound array and preference matrix correspond to ci, 

Bj, CUK, CLK, and pij which was mentioned in Section V 

respectively. Meanwhile, we can use category array to get 

the value of bik. 

 

 
Figure 2.  DPSO combined with Simulated Annealing.

 

Meanwhile, we can use category array to get the value of 

bik. The solution, also depicted as the position of each 

particle, can be represented by a 5 * 3 binary matrix which 

is shown as follow: 
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int[][] solution = {{0, 1, 0}, 

                             {1, 0, 0}, 

                                                      {0, 1, 1},                  (14) 

                              {1, 1, 0}, 

                                {0, 0, 0}}; 

 

Each entry in the solution matrix indicates whether 

material i is acquired by department j. Note that each entry 

corresponds to the decision variable xij in Section V. 

 

As mentioned in Section IV, the position of each particle 

represents one candidate solution per problem. Therefore, 

the position in the DPSO algorithm for this simple example 

can be represented by (14) as well. Meanwhile, the velocity 

for each particle can also be represented by a 5 * 3 float 

matrix. For example, the velocity matrix may be the 

following: 

 

float[][] velocity = {{0.8, 1.5, 4.0}, 

                                 {-1.5, 0.0, 4.0}, 

                                 {-4.0, 4.1, 2.0}, 

                                 {3.1, -1.1, 2.0}, 

                                   {-3.0, 5.0, 2.0}}; 

 

As mentioned in Section IV, each entry in the velocity 

matrix indicates the possibility to be 1 in the corresponding 

entry of position. 

 

B. Initialization 

The initial velocity is generated randomly for each particle, 

while the initial position, which is also a feasible solution, 

is generated by the following steps for each particle. 

1. Loop, for each category k 

a) Loop 

i. Randomly select a material i which is in 

category k and haven’t been acquired yet; 

ii. Randomly select a department j, check if 

current solution meets budget constrains 

with position[i][j] equals to 1. If yes, set 

position[i][j] to 1; 

b) Lower bound for category k is reached. 

2. End loop 

 

C. Advoiding premature convergence 

The drawback of PSO algorithm is that the particle swarm 

may prematurely converge. In DPSO, each particle moves 

iteratively by following the best solution found by itself and 

the best solution found by its neighborhood.  In this 

process,  the fast rate of information flow between all of the 

particles may create a convergence to the particle which 

finds the best solution, which trapped it into a local optimal 

solution. Whether the particle swarm is converged can be 

checked by the current velocity for each particle. If the 

particle swarm is converged, each dimension in velocity of 

each particle is approximately equal to vmax or –vmax.  Once 

all dimensions in all velocities are the same and equal to 

vmax or - vmax, all positions will be the same as the best 

solution we have got thus far as well. In this situation, all 

particles are converged to one single particle and trapped 

into a current best solution. There is no diversity in each 

individual particle, and all particles keep the same solution 

point. To avoid premature convergence, we combine a 

simulated annealing algorithm into DPSO to enhance the 

exploration range. The basic concept is to use the best 

solution we get from DPSO as an initial solution of SA, and 

then using the new best solution we get from SA as initial 

position of DPSO. The basic procedure is depicted in 

Figure 2. When premature convergence occurs, we use the 

current best solution gbest as the initial solution for SA 

algorithm. Suppose that the result solution we get from SA 

algorithm is sabest. After SA ends, we assign sabest to the 

position of the first particle. Meanwhile, we reset the 

positions and velocities by randomly generating positions 

for all particles except the first particle, and randomly 

generating velocities for all particles. The whole procedure 

consists of cycles of move, converge, and dispatch, until 

meeting the stopping criteria. 

 

VII.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT 

To manifest the effectiveness of the purposed hybrid 

algorithm, which combined DPSO and SA, in the studied 

problem, a series of computational experiments were 

conducted. This section details the parameter setting in 

purposed algorithm and the final results compared with 

standard DPSO algorithm for the studied problem. 

The values of the parameters in DPSO were set as particle 

size = 50, inertia weight for velocity = 1.0, cognition 

learning rate c1 = 2.0, social learning rate c2 = 2.0, max 

velocity vmax = 6.0. Iteration time varies from case to case. 

The stopping criteria were defined as completing defined 

iteration times. 

In the experiment, datasets with different sizes were 

tested. Each dataset was tested 50 times in both a purposed 

algorithm and standard DPSO algorithm. All the programs 

were implemented in Java and run on a PC with an Intel 

Core i7-4810MQ CPU 2.80GHz and 16G RAM. We 

recorded the average objective values and program 

execution times for all three datasets in each algorithm, 

which are shown in Table 7. Meanwhile, we used 

exhaustive algorithm to get the theoretically optimal results 

for these three cases, which are also listed in Table 7. As 

shown in Table 7, DPSO+SA spent less time and is more 

optimal than DPSO in Case I. Meanwhile, in Case II and III, 

using DPSO+SA can always obtain a far greater optimal 

solution than using DPSO alone, but the execution time of 

DPSO+SA is a bit longer than that of using DPSO. 
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As shown in Figure 3, DPSO+SA was proven with higher 

performance than DPSO alone in most situations. In Case II 

and III, the results of using DPSO+SA are more stable than 

using DPSO alone, and they are closer to the theoretically 

optimal result than those using DPSO. Compared with the 

optimal result, shown in Table 7, the objective values of 

DPSO+SA are 47.43%, 40.87%, 34.7% higher than those 

of DPSO alone. 

 
Table 6. Three Test Data Sets 

Case I 20 materials, 3 departments, 3 categories 

Case II 50 materials, 3 departments, 3 categories 

Case III 100 materials, 10 departments, 10 categories 

 

Table 7. The Average Performance of DPSO and DPSO+SA 

 

   

Datasets 

DPSO DPSO+SA Optimal 

Objective  

value 

Execution 

time (ms) 

Objective 

value 

Execution 

time (ms) 

Objective 

value 

Case I 0.869009 616.92 0.893129 505.98 0.91985 

Case II 0.834884 1275.94 0.840621 1496.7 0.84892 

Case III 0.810837 6799.98 0.858569 7143.18 0.87275 

 

 
Figure 3. The Comparison Results of DPSO and DPSO+SA in three Cases 

VIII.  CONCLUSION 

  In this paper, we proposed a combinational algorithm 

combining standard DPSO with SA algorithm to solve the 

LMA problem. Three test data sets were conducted to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. 

The computational results show that the combinational 

algorithm reaches a better solution than standard DPSO 

algorithm. 
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